Time to Break Ground
by Diane Sare, Manhattan
July 8—In the last few weeks, LaRouche PAC organizImperial neocons—with important and successful
ers have intersected a “mass-strike” phenomenon at
meetings with President Putin and President Xi, as at
campaign tables all over the country. The lead sign is
the Hamburg G-20 gathering—the new relationship
“Defend Trump, Stop Here,” flanked by signs on Chiwith these powerful nations gives him a greater potenna’s Belt and Road Initiative, and pictures of Trump,
tial to act within the United States to alleviate the desXi, and Putin wearing photo-shopped “Make America
perate conditions currently faced by most Americans. It
Great Again” hats. Organizers report that the rate of
is urgent that Lyndon LaRouche’s Four Laws, starting
people pulling over and signing up is reminiscent of the
with the reinstatement of Glass-Steagall, and concludsummer of 2009, when Americans were up in arms
ing with the fusion energy-driven platform, be taken up
about the impending murderous Obamacare.
immediately.
Who are these people lining up to
First of all, the real physical infradefend the President? They are patriotic
structure of the United States is crumEDITORIAL
Americans, formerly the working
bling. This is true across the whole nation,
“middle class” of the United States, who
but is about to become the most obvious
were driven to desperation by the 60-yearin New York City when the “Summer of
old “post-industrial society” policy capped by the
Hell” begins this Monday, July 10, as 3 to 5 of Penn StaBush-Obama looting scheme known as the “bailout.”
tion’s 21 tracks are taken out of commission for badly
They are what both FDR and President Trump have
needed repairs. Since March of this year, there have alcalled “the forgotten man.”
ready been three derailments at Penn Station.
At post offices in Long Island, Staten Island, New
However, it is not only at Penn Station that the transJersey, and even in Manhattan, the people signing up
portation infrastructure is in decrepit condition—there
are welders, bricklayers, pipefitters, carpenters, heating
have been other derailments in the New York Metroand air-conditioning techs, corrections officers, medipolitan Transit Authority system, and the condition of
cal staff, and other working, or skilled and looking-forthe area’s roads and bridges is no better. There is simply
work people. Many of their immediate family members
no room for shifting commuter traffic from one aphave been casualties of the suicidal drug culture—alproach to another, and New York City is the place of
though not all of them are willing to discuss it. They are
employment for millions of people, so the outcry, if
mobilized, because after the defeat of the pro-Wall
chaos sets in, will be heard around the world.
Street and pro-war-with-Russia Hillary Clinton,
Of course, it’s not just New York. Remember the
Obama’s clone, in November, these forgotten men and
February 2017 failure of the Oroville Dam spillway
women began to develop confidence in the power of
[see page 30], which threatened tens of thousands of
their own voices. With the defeat of Hillary Clinton,
Californians with being wiped out by a raging flood of
they had finally made themselves heard.
water moving downhill, had the heavy rainstorms conEven as President Trump succeeds in wresting his
tinued just a little longer.
foreign policy from the desperate grasp of the British
That spillway is currently undergoing rapid recon2 The Summit and the Great Projects
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struction, demonstrating what is possible—but most
people were unaware, prior to February, that the spillway had such serious flaws. How many other dams and
levees are near breakpoint? Unpredictable and failing
infrastructure can cost billions of dollars, not to mention many lives as well. There are a number of very
fragile, crucial points of connection, such as the Soo
Locks connecting Lake Superior and Lake Huron, or
the Portal Bridge over the Hackensack River, which if
they were to fail, would devastate the American economy, and which are badly in need of renovation or replacement.
The other, more pressing reason to act at once—that
there is no time to waste on breaking ground—is that,
as we saw in the elections last November, the American
people have reached a breaking point. They are tired;
they have been devastated by grief as their talented
children die of opioid overdoses, or straight-out suicide. Our veterans are killing themselves in record
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numbers after returning from senseless wars only to
lose their homes, or be denied medical care that they
desperately need.
The fact that these people now have a President
who actually cares about them, and loves the United
States, has given them courage to hope that the future
can be different from the past. This trust that the American people place in the current President is not to be
taken lightly. If action is taken now, to curb the evil
intent of Wall Street with Glass-Steagall, and to embrace the Chinese invitation to join the Belt and Road
Initiative, as a pathway to implementation of the Four
Laws of Lyndon LaRouche—if ground is immediately
broken on a series of future-oriented, and desperately
needed great projects—then this hope and optimism
will surge forth, like a mighty chorus, accomplishing
what was considered impossible only moments before.
The American people are prepared for such action—
now!
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